Continuation of Learning Outline
YEAR 2
Thursday 7th of May 2020
Link to view today’s Y2 video: https://photos.app.goo.gl/5YHh33RGrtGiy7eZ8
Happy Thursday! We hope you enjoy our video!
Link to view general videos including assemblies, announcements and celebrations:
https://photos.app.goo.gl/LstTxkdnDfXuQG47A
Reading
•

Please ensure that you read for at least 15 minutes per day. Write us a comment in your
reading journal to summarise what happened in your text.

Reading - RIC
In Year 2 to help us explore comprehension questions and practise these skills, we complete RICs. We are
given a stimulus and then have three questions to answer around them – they are a retrieval, inference and
choice question (usually based upon author’s intent).
Remember to answer these questions in full sentences and you will be required to use evidence or clues
from the text or stimulus to support your ideas.
The RIC is attached as a separate document. You might want to use these sentence openers to help you to
answer your questions.
In this poem_______________________.
I think the characters in the poem are chasing the van because __________________________.
I think the author chose to write shorter lines towards the end of the poem because ________________.

English - Writing
•
•
•

For our next two writing units we are going to focus on our non-fiction writing.
This week, we would like you to create a fact page about plastic. You can choose how to
present your work to the reader.
You might wish to include some non-fiction features such as:

photos

pictures

diagrams

subheadings

captions

text
boxes

bold
writing

a glossary

Day 1 – Where does plastic come from? How is it made?
Day 2 – What do we use plastic for?
Day 3 – Why has plastic become a problem? What problems does it cause?
Day 4 – What are the benefits of using plastic?
Day 5 – How could we use plastic responsibly?
Maths - CGP Books
Arithmetic book – Page 28 – 5 times table - dividing
•

•

Remember you can use your division jottings to solve these calculations. There are two
different types of division jottings that you have been taught – sharing boxes and grouping
sausages!
Have a go at trying both to solve some of these calculations.

Reasoning book – Page 23 – Quarters – continued!
•

Look at question 4. If 2 quarters of the horses were grey, how many grey horses were there?

Online Homework
•
•
•

•

It is a Sumdog week! Can you use this week to earn some more coins? Will you move up to
the next level on the animal rankings?
For the remainder of the week we have set another challenge. This challenge will be focused
on addition and subtraction and consolidate your learning at school.
There are 60 questions to answer – you don’t need to answer them all at once, you can
always take a break or answer 20 questions a day. This shouldn’t take you too long to
complete.
The challenge will run until Friday 5pm – good luck!

The Burnooper Challenge!
Due to the bank holiday tomorrow, we have a longer Burnooper challenge that you might want to
carry out over the next few days.
Can you host your very own mini-Olympic games at home? Try and create different challenges to
complete around your home or in your garden. Get everyone involved and see who can earn the
most points over the next few days. Please feel free to be as creative as you wish! Here are a few
examples of games you might want to do:
•
•
•
•
•

A Hockey challenge- socks and a broom
Balloon volleyball
Best dance/gymnastic routine
Running in the garden (if possible)
Don’t forget - you might want to hold an awards ceremony!
Year 2 business

If you have any questions, or want to share anything then please email year2@kingslea.org.uk We
will be checking this email every day and would love to hear from you.
Remember, we are always here for you all.
All our love... Miss Burnett, Miss Cooper and the Year 2 team XX
Meow from Tallulah xx

